Hungry Hollow Farm

From local farms that use climate-smart practices

SANDWICHES
Made with fiercely local ingredients and pasture-raised fried chicken, served on a brioche bun

Classic Chicken
With lettuce, tomato, pickle, and a tangy relish spread
$13 | $15
White | Dark

Spicy Chicken
With lettuce, tomato, pickle, and a honey habanero spread
$13 | $15
White | Dark

Portobello
With arugula, tomato, pickle, and a miso mayo spread
$13

KIDS MEAL
Two chicken tenders, small fries, and an 8 oz milk
$11

FRIES
Hand-cut, WA potatoes
$4

Fry Sauces $1
SRIRACHA MAYO
CHIPOTLE LIME
HONEY MUSTARD
HERB RANCH

SHAKES
Made with dairy and fruit from PNW farms
$6

VANILLA BEAN
MEXICAN CHOCOLATE
STRAWBERRY BASIL
MATCHA MINT

DRINKS
Sparkling water, soda, tea, cold brew coffee
$4

Alcoholic beverages available for purchase separately at the bar

FOOD HAS POWER
The source of all ingredients can be viewed at mtjoy.com
An allergen list is available upon request